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,.. onservation Club Holds ildlife School 
BUCHANAN COUNTY WILDLIFE ASSOCIATION PIONEERS 
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR YOUNGSTERS 
By E rwin H. Wackerbarth 
rHE Buchanan Wild Life Asso-
ciation , Inc.. is a firm believer 
1 Jay N. Darling's slogan, "Con-
!rvation by education". and last 
ear we decided to do something 
bout it. The "do something" de-
eloped into a three-day wildlife 
' hool for 42 boys from the va-
ous parts of Buchana n County. 
was successful from every 
andpoint-so successful, in fact, 
1at the editor of the " Iowa Con-
ervationist" has asked me to 
•rite this article in the belief that 
ther clubs throughout the state 
rill pick up the idea. But let's 
o back to the beginning. 
Maybe it was Confucius who 
rst observed that "only a fool 
rould feed strawberries to a jack-
ss." Nevertheless, whoever made 
'le statement, we agree with him. 
lere in Buchanan County con -
iderable progress has been made 
1 sound conservation during the 
ast decade, but too often our 
rogram has been offset by a few 
rho, through ignorance or per-
onal greed, have cheated their 
eighbors by violation of the fish 
nd game laws. They got the 
t rawberries we grew for them 
1. the nursery ponds, hatcheries, 
tc. 
E ducation Pays Divide nds 
Through the club a program of 
ducation in the purpose of game 
a ws was carried on, and it is 
:ratifying to note in the court rec-
rrds of the last five years that 
ame law prosecutions decreased 
n Buchanan County in direct pro-
,ortion to the intensity of our ed-
tcational efforts. 
At the Buchanan County wildli1e school there was time for study and time for play. 
Here the school s tudents are having a songfest led by Reverend Brown of Jesup. 
The intensity of these youngs ters is vividly shown in thls group photoqraph.-Photo 
by Jim Sherman. 
Moderation Urged in Wild Flower Picking 
By George R. Bowne 
[
that because of rarity should not 
be picked at all, and others that 
AS the early wild flower s come should be picked sparingly. Let into bloom, it is well t o men- me state emphatically now that 
tion conservation of our wonder - no wild flower should be p1cked 
lands of flowers. As one tramps merely for the sake of picking 
along the hills ides or through the something of beauty a nd be 
woods, on field trips, picnics or thrown away before arriving 
other outings, even the least ob- home. 
servant will see many different One can enjoy the beauty of 
species of flowering plants. Many flowers and a t the s ame time leave 
people, without thinking much of them undisturbed in their natural 
the beauty of these flowers in their habitat for others to enjoy also; 
natural habitat or their lack of and yet there are many wild flow-
abundance, w1ll pick large bou- ers that are satisfactory cut 
quets. flowers, of which rational picking 
Indiscrimmate wild flower pick- is not antisocial. 
Angling Definitions and 
Expressions 
(Ellitor's "'o1~: The first report 
of the committee on tackle terminol-
ogy of the National Association of 
.\ng-llng and Calltlng Club!! contains 
many interesting definitions and 
f;tcts. The committee was appointed 
by the Association to collect words 
I 
and expressions concerning casting, 
nngllng, and fishing tackle with 
proper definitions and explanations 
of their meaning, and to compile 
them as a book or lexicon. A selec-
tion of some of the d efinitions is 
given In the following article.) 
ANGLING, fishing practiced not 
as a means of obtaining a liveli-
hood, but as a source of recreation 
a nd pleasure 
ARTIFICIA L FLY, an Imitation 
of a r eal or imagined fly or insect. 
Roughly divided into five groups: 
Wet, Dry or Floating, Nymph, 
Streamer and Bug. The fi rs t de-
scription of an a r tificial fly is by 
Aelian, 170-230 A. D., who wrote 
that the Macedonians when fishing 
in the river Astraeus for a fish 
with speckled skins used an arti-
fi cial fly tied as follows: "They 
fasten redish wool round a hook 
and fit on the wool two feathers 
which grow under a cock 's wattles, 
and which in color are like wax." 
There is no r eason to believe, how-
ever, that this practice had not 
been going on for some years pre-
vious. In fact, over two centuries 
earlier, Martial wrote, "Who has 
not seen the scarus rise, decoyed, 
and killed by fraudful flies." So 
far as is known. these two hoes 
a re the first mention of a fishing 
fly. 
BACK or BACKWARD CAST, 
the casting motion or cast made 
to cast the fly or plug to the back 
of the caster. 
BACK LASH, an unexpected ter-
mination of the forward cast in 
bait casting, caused by the spool 
traveling faster than the pull of 
the h ne, which in turn causes the 
spool to overrun, thereby causing 
It remained, however, for 
(Continued on page 132) 
Con- I ing should everywhere be discour- In general no flower should 
aged. Ther e are certain flowers (Continued on page 134) 
be I a snarl or "bird's nest" on the 
(Continued on page 185) 
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Beside an Indian river 
Me and the sergeant stand; 
Odd fishes break the water. 
'Tis a strange and foreign land. 
A Hindu casts his bait 
Out where a big one lies. 
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FISH-EATING BIRDS 
"Fish-eating" birds, such as times on a fevv of the islands. 
gulls, terns, herons, osprey, and These birds normally eat scrap 
comorants. have gained a bad 1epu- l fish and cause no great trouble to 
tation from both sport and com- the fishermen. but since any I mercial fishermen, '\':bo attribute species may become harmful if 
many of their fishing failures and present in too great numbers, the 
fish scarcities to these birds It Service introduced control meas-
is true that many of these birds ures to check any further increase 
make fish the principal part of in the comorant population Be-
theil· diet, but they usually take ginning v.'ith the 1944 breedmg 
the abundant, more sluggish-sur- season, the eggs were sprayed with 
face-feedmg fish, the types that an oil emulsion. This kills the 
are of least importance. young birds inside the eggs and, 
The U S Fish and Vi'ildhfe since the parent bnds continue to 
Service has repeatedly sh0\'\'11 incubate mstead of producing new 
from stomach examinations of clutches. in turn checks further in-
fish-eating birds that only rarely crease in the number of comorants. 
do they eat game fish or species This humane method docs not 
of outstanding economic impor- harm the adult comorant nor the 
tance. In fact, it bas often been eggs of other birds, such as the 
found that these birds are of great American eider, \\'hich nest on the 
value, smce they eat insects harm- same islands and which are neither 
ful to some young fish and to land harmful nor too abundant. 
crops A beautiful sea-gull monu- Ordinarily, such control measures 
ment has been erected in Temple are not necessary They are re-
Square, Salt Lake City, Utah, in sot ted to only when birdc:; are 
remembrance of the California abundant enough to be harmful to 
gull which rescued the piOneer set- the commercially valuable fish. 
tiers from a cricket plague. Tidewater News. 
1 
Frequently birds do take com-
mercially 1mportant fish when 
greatly concentrated together as 
in a hatchery or a net Pound 
fishermen often complam that 
birds rob their nets before they 
can be fished and that to prevent 
such losses they must fish at dawn 
l Birds that normally cause little 
or no harm may become excep-
tionally abundant and, hence, 
troublesome Such an unnatural 
condition bas developed off the 
coast of Maine, where the double-
crested comot ant populatron bas 
greatly increased during recent 
years. In order to s tudy this situ-
ation, the Fish and Wildlife Serv-
ice has conducted a survey of the 
sea islands where the comorants 
nest. It was found that during 
1943, the comorant population 
1 doubled or tripled on some of the 
islands, and even increased four 
NEW DUCK T.UIP PICTl'RE 
HOY EI-LER 
The 1945-46 Federal Duck 
Stamp, which wrll go on sale at 
all first and second class post 
offices on July 1, will carry as tts 
central design an Illustration of 
two male and one female shovel-
lers in full spring plumage. The 
original sketch, in black and white 
water color, is the work of Owen 
J. Gromme, Curatoi of birds and 
mammals at Milwaukee Public 
Museum, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 
All migratory bird bunters over 
16 years of age are required by law 
to purchase duck stamps, which 
sell for $1 00 each. Ninety per 
cent of the resultant income is 
used to supplement other funds for 
the acquisition and maintenance of 
waterfowl refuges throughout the 
countty. The remaining 10 per 
The line goes taut, the tight line 
breaks 
Strong Indian words arise. 
Then awesomely he gazes at 
The frayed hne in his hand; 
A mighty fish has done the deed--
A whale he could not land. 
The fisherman repairs his line; 
The sergeant says to me, 
"I reckon fishing's all the same 
Wherever it may be." 
Com;ervntion Olllcer 
Pvt. I<Jiden Stempel, 
Cnro Postmaster, 
New York, N. Y. 
Stomach examination o f fish-eatinq birds show that only rarely do they eat qame 
fish or species of economic importance. At the same time their esthetic value is 
tremendous. Hero a qull is piclcinq up a dead bait minnow thrown to i t.-Photo by 
E. B. Speaker. 
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FamDus IDwa Trees 1 
F' om Local l~eger~tl atlfl 
llistori('(l/ Fact 
-
• ,_ 
THE CHLRCH TREE 
. 
- • 
The "Church Tree" is an ancient 
elm growing besrde the "old river 
road" near the mouth of Chequest 
Creek in Van Buren County. This 
tree reached its pnme more than a 
hundred years ago, and legends 
tell of Indian dances, feasts. and 
races held in its shade many years 
before the Black Hawk Purchase 
opened the region to white settle-
ment 
The first church service in Iowa 
west of the Des Moines River was 
held under this tree on the bank~ 
of this stream in August, 1837. 
More than a hundred toil-worn 
settlers m homespun and buck-
skin, as well as grim-visaged In-
dians in breech clouts and blankets. 
gathered for the service. It is 
said that Black Ha\\'k, the grea• 
war leader of the Sac and Foxes. 
was among the Indians in attend-
ance at this first church meeting 
The great old tree, accustomed 
for ages to the songs of the wind. 
the melodious call of the wood-
thrush, and the muffled throb of 
the lorn-tom, must have learned 
with surprise that the sweet, cool 
soil at its feet harbored hell-fire 
bnmstone and tortured human 
souls, for as the Baptist preacher 
opened the "prayer meeting," he 
r wept an agonized gesture toward 
Lhe old tree's roots and sueamed. 
'Oh, smner, look while I take off 
~he hatch of hell'" 
One hundred years have p'lssed 
since the Church Tree's christen-
ing one hundred years of hi5toric 
human progress - and in tbat short 
:::entury the old elm bas waved a 
leafy goodby to four generatw:ts 
of soldiers as they passed by on 
the road to battle. It has wel-
comed the victorious return of 
three legiOns, and it now waits to 
salute with tired skeletal arms the 
return of the fourth. 
I cenl is used for the printing ~ 
distribution of the stamps, enforce-
ment of the )..figratory Bird Hunt-
mg Stamp Act, and other federal 
migratory bird conservation ac-
tivities. 
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NATURE'S FA CI NATI NG 
UNDERWORLD 
Holes are fascinating doorways 
) an underworld which hes di-
ectly beneath our feet, a world of 
nts and moles and night-crawlers. 
world which man only shatters 
·hen he attempts to exar:1ine it. 
Holes which attract the most at-
ention from mankind are those 
rith an entrance diameter of about 
n inch or more. "Snake-holes," 
hese are called, but thoy a>·en't. 
.t least, the snake didn't make the 
ole himself; he only borrowed it 
The kingfisher is an export hole-digger. 
Nith his shovel feet ho digs a burrow into 
l perpendicular bank, hollows out a room 
rt the far end in which its eggs are laid 
md young are raised. 
n a moment of danger, slid into its 
)rotective dark depths, and waited 
mtil it was safe to emerge. A 
make is not constructed to dig a 
1ole in the ground. He would need 
t nose like an augur to make a 
1ole as big as his body several feet 
leep in the ground. No, a snake 
loesn't dig his own boles; some-
bing else did it for him. 
"rayfish Use Underground Coole rs 
One of the most energetic dig-
~ers of "snake-boles" is the silent 
~rayfisb. It spends a good deal of 
.ime in the water, but not all of it. 
<\.round the pond and along the 
·iver, often far away, the crayfish 
iigs a well which promptly fills 
Nith seepage water. Around the 
nouth of the hole he usually piles 
lp the grains of earth which he 
.lug out, to make a sort of mud 
~bimney. In dry weather the cray-
1sb puts a mud cork in the chim-
ley and there below ground, in a 
lice dark little pool of cool water, 
he crayfish sits in comfort and 
Naits for rain. 
The ground squirrels with their 
naze of underground burrows m 
)pen country are other busy dig-
~ers of boles often used by snakes. 
l.arger boles are made by musk-
~ats that burrow in banks of lakes 
.)r creeks, tunnels that go far into 
the earth where a den is made and 
be young born. And there is the 
woodchuck with his deep cave, the 
"hipmunk, the mole, the fox, and 
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the skunk, all of which dig holes in 
the ground. 
Numerous Digger Bird!> 
Even birds make holes. These 
diggers prefer a fine upstanding 
clay bank along a road or above 
a body of water. Here the king-
fisher with his shovel-feet digs a 
burrow straight into the bank, and 
hollows out a room at the end 
where the eggs are laid. Often in 
the same clay bank the bank swal-
lows in mysterious fashion dig 
quantities of small holes little 
bigger in diameter than their 
bodies, and make nests at the ends. 
Smaller holes belong to the deni-
zens of earth and air. Into the 
soil burrows the cicada-killer wasp 
where she brings a paralyzed 
cicada as food for her young. Other 
\V::t'lps dig into the ground; so do 
yellowjackets. So, in fact, do 
many insects- the ant lion, the 
burying beetles, the cicada, hawk 
moths and June beetles, and many 
more. And there are the worms 
that live in the soil and which 
sometimes come out of their small, 
neat boles. In grassy places there 
lives the big night-crawler, an 
earthworm with almost the pro-
portions of a young snake, huge 
and pinkish, that comes out at 
night. It is a swift thing; with a 
zip it pops back into its hole. 
Subterra nean Ant Cities 
And there are ant holes, too, 
neat holes with their little mounds 
of fine earth-grains around them 
like miniature volcanoes. Under-
ground, the burrow branches into 
many passageways with rooms for 
the young, for storage, and for 
sleeping. They are efficient bur-
rows, perhaps the most wonderful 
of all holes in the ground. 
These are some of the makers 
of boles in the ground ... tunnels 
that not only provide shelter for 
many wild things large and small, 
but bring air into the earth and 
prevent packing and stagnation. 
Holes have their purpose; they also 
have their element of mystery and 
surprise. 
- The Living l\Iuseum. 
Rhyme it with wine. That's 
the way to pronounce carbine, ac-
cording to Winchester, developers 
of the army's five-pound spitfire 
that will fire fifteen slugs as fast 
as you can pull the trigger. Some 
of the military personnel who use 
the carbine often call it car-bean 
or ear-bin, but the army, navy and 
marine corps prefer to rhyme it 
with wine. The Nazis and Nips 
just pronounce it "deadly" and let 
it go at that. 
-Cedar Rapid:; Gazette. 
TEl\lPORARY 
Hunter: "Have you ever been 
lost in the wilderness?" 
Old Guide: "Nope, I never did 
get lost, but I was bewildered once 
for four days." 
"Our lands . . . were ot•iginally 
very good, but use and abuse have 
made them quite otherwise" 
-George Washington. 
Garden Protection From Rabbits 
By George 0. Hendrickson 
" H OW can I get rid of the cot-
tontail rabbits in my victory 
garden?" That is a question wbicb 
has been asked a million times in 
recent summers when so many of 
us must live out of our gardens 
and can a surplus for winter. Cot-
tontails are more fond of fresh new 
vegetable leaves than they are of 
older growth. Hence when they 
have eaten the first leaves of peas, 
beans, or lettuce the animals re-
turn to nibble repeatedly at the 
new leaves which grow out to re-
place the old ones. Then the 
stunted vegetables yield little or 
nothing for us. We might suggest 
growing enough for both rabbits 
and ourselves. But in these busy 
times and with the small garden 
space available to many of us, that 
is not a practical recommendation. 
Be~t t o Fence Small Gardens 
Rabbits may be fenced out of 
small gardens. Strong building 
paper may be obtained and set up 
as a fence around the garden. 
Tight woven wire or lath fence 
will protect the vegetables. Such 
fencing can be taken down, rolled 
up and put away for another 
season . 
If possible, keep grass and weeds 
clipped closely around the edges of 
the garden. Then often the rab-
bits will munch on dandelions and 
other food of which they are fond 
before getting to the open garden. 
Sometimes legumes such as alfalfa 
and clover near a garden are so 
attractive to rabbits that the veg-
etables are neglected or well grown 
before the rabbit become aware of 
them. Such bait crops are not 
always dependable in protecting 
garden crops, for sometimes it ap-
pears they attract additional rab-
bits, and the garden ts attacked 
more quickly than without the bait 
crops. Gardens distant from 
shrubbery and other cover in which 
rabbits usually bide are troubled 
less than vegetable plots closely 
surrounded by protective cover. 
Even when shooting is permitted, 
nearly always another rabbit comes 
in from a neighboring lot to take 
the place of the one shot. Trap-
ping in summer is almost impos-
sible, for food and shelter cover 
are so abundant then that rabbits 
are not easily lured to a trap. And 
it is unlawful to put out poison 
bait in such manner and quantity 
that a rabbit might take it, for 
such poisoning endangers the lives 
of small children and their com-
panion dogs. 
Recommend Chemical R epellents 
Let us suggest that you try 
something to discourage rabbits 
from eating the garden crops. Try 
putting something on the plants 
that is distasteful to the rabbits, 
a chemical repellent which the ani-
mal does not like to smell or taste. 
The Pennsylvania Game Com-
mission, the U. S. Fish and Wild-
life Service and tho U. S. Depart-
ment of Agricultu1·e, after con-
ducting a series of tests, suggest 
the following r epellents. These 
non-poisonous materials may be 
washed easily from leaves and 
other upper parts of plants used 
for human food. 
First, let us tell about dried 
blood. As cottontails seldom eat 
animal matter, except possibly an 
occasional insect or snail, dried 
blood is not tasty to them. Mix 
dried blood with wheat flour (20 
parts of blood to one part flour ) 
and sprinkle on the plants. If you 
haven't or can't get a mechanical 
duster, a cheesecloth bag may be 
used to sift the repellent mixture 
onto the foliage. Sprinkle the dust 
on the plants when they are moist 
with dew or rain so that the re-
pellent sticks on the plants. Cover 
the leaves well, and generally eight 
ounces will cover a 25-foot row of 
vegetables. 
When plants are not wet, dried 
blood may be used in a water-
spray. Mix 100 parts of blood with 
one part of flour or mild soap pow-
der and put the mixture into a 
sprinkler with sufficient water to 
make the repellent spread on the 
vegetables and leave a good coat-
ing. A whisk broom or brush 
dtpped into a bucket of water and 
blood mixture may be used to shake 
the repellent onto the plants if a 
I sprinkler is not available. Flour 
• and soap help to stick the blood 
...  . 
on the leaves. After a heavy rain 
Protection of garden crops from cotton· b bl ·n eed to sprinkle 
tails is a necessity, but it is well to re- you pro a Y Wl n 
member that when the adult rabbits are or dust again. Dried blood, an ex-
destroyed in gardening time, it is almost II t f til' ·f applt'ed too 
a certainty that a nestful of nearby young ce en er tzer, ~ 
will die from starvation. Use of repellents frequently, may bUild up an over-
to protect vict~ry _gardens i~ encouraged I supply of nitrogen in the soil. 
rather than poiSomng, trappmg, or shoot· . 
ing cottontails.-Photo by R. F. Trump. (Contmued on page 133) 
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use for sleeping quarters. We Conservation Club • • 
• used a ncat·by church for indoor 
classes and a lecture room, al-
though much of our "schoohng" 
was held in the woods and fields 
along the stream. 
(Continued from page 129) 
servat10n Officer Han y 1<~ Rector, 
at present in the armed service, 
to lay what we sincerely believe to 
be the most solid foundation for 
all conservation work, that is, the 
proper training of the commg 
generation of sportsmen in a sys-
tem of summer conservation 
schools. To Hat ry Rector should 
go much of the credit for the suc-
cess of our first school. 
Bruce F. Stiles, Chief of Fish and Game 
for the State Conservation Commlssion, is 
explaining the balcmce of nature to these 
two youngsters and pointing out that even 
this lit1le red-barred qa:rtersnake has a 
definite part in the scheme of thinqs.-
Photo by Jim Shermcm. 
It was my pnvilege to work 
with Rector and many olher active 
cooperators before and during the 
school, and this is the reason that 
I have been asked to give you 
some idea of the programs and 
methods we used Please bear in 
mmd that this is not wntlen in 
the spirit of "We know how", but 
in the hope that it may give as-
sistance to any club mlerested in 
a similar program of their own 
Public upport Vital 
Remember first lhal public sup-
port is an absolute necessity En-
list the aid of Lhe mmisters of 
all denominations and arrange 
that some of them be wtth you, 
espectally at mealtime Secure 
the support of county and ctty of-
ficials. Your county superintend-
ent of schools and the officials of 
city schools espec1ally can be of 
much help. Your county agent's 
aid is especially needed, for be 
knows the relationsbtp between 
good farming and proper fish and 
game management All ClV1C 
g roups will give their assistance 
if you take care in explainmg the 
purpose of your efforts. 
Select a spot for your school as 
close to nature as possible Our 
school was held near the town of 
Littleton on the Wapsipinicon 
River. 
Comp<• t ent uper\'ision 
at '\ll Times 
Be certain of adequate and com-
petent supervision at all times. 
A set ious accident at a school of 
this kind ,,:ould be disastrous. 
Close and strict supervision by 
clean-minded men is an absolute 
essential. True sportsmanship is 
clean, first, last and always. 
Select the instt·uctors for you1 
school carefully, and in coopera-
tion '"'ith them work out a fast, 
steadily-moving program of events 
with time for play and time for 
work. The energy of these young-
sters will keep you on your toes, 
but serious boy trouble can be 
avotded by a mimmum of idle 
time, and make no mistake, these 
youngsters can and will detect 
any weakness or lagging of the 
program 
The subjects we used in our· first 
school follow in the order of their 
popularity as revealed m a post-
school questionnaire 
The fur management program, 
with emphasis on muskrats, was 
best received The boys waded 
waist-deep in a muskrat marsh, 
examined the houses while lectur-
ers explained the natural history 
of muskrats and told of the mod-
ern fur management practices 
used to increase these valuable 
rodents. 
Fish management was second on 
the list Students actually res-
cued game fish stranded in an 
overflow bayou and returned them 
to the safely of the river They 
Arrange with some responsible 
group to feed your charges. Our 
kids and instructors were fed by 
the ladies of the Pleasant Grove 
Church They fed us like kings, I 
and we ate like threshers. 
were taught to be able to identi-
fy the common fishes. 
Soil conservation was the thtrd 
most popular subject Abused 
farm land was located (not a dif-
ficult task),· where minor correc-
ttve measures were made and ma-
jol' practice changes needed were 
explained to the groups 
Game bird management fol-
lo•.,•ed in popularity, wtth examples 
of good and bad habitat studied 
and s tandard practices of game 
management explatned 
Other subjects in the order of 
popularity, each with field trips 
and explanatory talks, follow: mi-
gratory waterfowl, songbird ap-
preciation, bird identification, and 
historical conservatton facts. 
Suggest Additional Stud:} 
ubject<. 
When asked what othel' subJects 
they would like to have mcluded 
in the curriculum the following 
year, these lads had plenty to say. 
Among the most important sub-
jects were. safe handling of fire-
arms, use of boats and canoes, 
first aid work in the open, camp 
cooking and methods, fur farming, 
bail and flycasting, handling hunt-
ing dogs, use of duck calls. and a 
host of other practical outdoor 
programs. 
The selection of candidates for 
the school may bring ils difficul-
ties, but any lad interested should 
be encouraged. E ssay writing 
contests, game bird feeding pro-
grams. tree planting projects, or 
many other related conservation 
activities may be rewal'ded by ad-
mission to the school 
Our local papers printed appli-
cation blanks along with edttorial 
comment in the regular issues for 
several weeks. As each applica-
tion was received, 1t was answered 
Proper sleeping quarters are a 
necessity. Fortunately, along the 
Wapstpinicon where our school 
was held there are numerous sum-
mer cottages, and these cottages 
were loaned us by their owners to 
"Off w1th the pants and on with the lecl'ures!" the kids yelled as they waded out 
1nto a muskrat marsh to study the habits of this fur-bearer. Here an abandoned 
muskrat house is opened and the various types of stored food are examined and 
identified.-Phcto by Jim Sherman. 
by a form questionnaire 
form letter to be signed 
parents of the pupil 
and a 
by the 
Pick a fau· representation from 
the territory covered by your club. 
Sons of servicemen are missing out 
on Dad's training and should re-
ceive special consideration. Farm 
and city boys work well together, 
and thetr relationship will be im-
portant later as adults in coope1 
alive conservation work. Remem 
ber that men and boys of truh 
s portsmen calib2r are found on 
both sides of the railroad tracl! . 
Our exp~rience showed that 
boys in the 13 to 16 age group 
derived most from the training. 
We also found that it was well to 
give each boy and instructor a tag 
with his name on it to be worn at 
all times. 
No Financial Burden 
The financial end of our school 
while Important, need not worry 
a ny active sportsmen's club. We 
begged and mooched the cots, cot-
tages and "professors." The boy 
brought their own bedding and 
were charged a registration fee 
of a dollar en ch We served 269 
meals at 45 c2nts each. This was 
our maJOr expenditure. Other 
items brought the total cost to the 
club to $177.50, less $42.00 in 
tuition fees, or a total of $135.00 
The per student cost to the club 
therefore was $3.20. 
T o any conservation group in-
terested may I give my humble 
say- there is no better way to 
spend your conservation dollars 
than in a project of this kind. If 
you could have been with us to see 
the eagerness of these youngsters 
to learn the basic conservation 
facts it has taken you and me 
years to get through our heads, 
you would understand my sincer-
ity. I am absolutely confident 
that with the proper training of 
this s01t on a unified and state· 
wide scale, the coming genera-
tions of s portsmen will be able to 
handle the hot ones you and I have 
muffed. The Conservation Com-
misslOD will, I am sure, back any 
program of this kind you may de· 
cide upon. Talk it over and let 
them know your sentiments. 
Shades of Izaak Walton. Just 
what's the world coming to? The 
other day we dropped into one of 
these supet food emporiums ana 
there, stanng us right in the eye 
was a large stgn which read 
"Bullheads, 48 cents per pound " 
War certainly has glorified this 
"kid's" fish. If Johnny goes fish· 
ing thts summer and brings home 
J a string of bullheads, Mom prob· 
ably won't even scold him for get· 
ting his feet wet. In fact, he'll 
probably get an extra nickel or 
two for being such a good pro· 
vider. Yes, indeed, the bullhead i~ 
now the glamour boy of the fish 
family. 
-The Nomad, 
Davenport Democrat. 
-
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IOWA CONSERVATIONIST 
A serviceman's poll indicates that the returning soldiers of. the central states wanJ 
'lore places to camp, mo!e public sh??ling grounds, espeaally for pheasants an 
ucks, and more trout fishmg opportunities. 
>ERVICE MAN POLL INDICATES 40 PER CENT 
CONVERTED TO OUTDOOR INTERESTS 
BY WAR 
.t N architect named Uncle Sam 
~ has built an outdoor living 
oom into the postwar design for 
iving of nearly 40 per cent of the 
• 
503 service men from 37 states 
ecently interviewed by the New 
lork State Conservation Depart-
nent. Such was disclosed by the 
abulation of statistics obtained by 
he Department's Bureau of Con-
;ervation Education at the Na-
ional Sportsmen's Show in New 
lork City. The service men were 
nterviewed in an attempt to de-
ermine how much added pressure 
~an be expected on the state's out-
loors resources after the war by 
nen who, prior to training in the 
1se of arms and camp equipment, 
1ever had handled a rifle, shotgun 
>r a tent stake. 
"The interviews show," said 
~ommissioner Skiff, "that our 
lOstwar conservation plans are on 
.he right track. The boys in gen-
~ral plan to spend more time out-
loors. The majority want to bunt 
)heasants and deer, fish for trout 
tnd have plenty of places to camp. 
"The Army says," he added, 
'that less than three per cent ever 
tandled sporting arms before the 
.var. That one was hard for us 
o take; but we believe it now. 
~urthermore, they're so anxious to 
ry their new skills that a surpris-
ngly large number of those inter-
"iewed said they thought Uncle 
3am either should give 'em first 
' rack at the government's huge 
;tock of outdoors equipment when 
t's available for sale or retain 
>pecial reserve supplies for service 
nen. A lot of the boys are just 
olain worried that, by the time 
hey gel out, the cream of the 
•quipment already will be in 
' ivilian hands." 
Most controversial of the issues 
mentioned by the service men was 
that concerning the use of the gov-
ernment's automatic rifles for deer 
hunting. A total of 62 men raised 
the question and almost exactly 
half expressed the belief that, re-
gardless of whether these rifles 
were suitable for deer, they should 
be banned anyway because of "po-
tential danger in unskilled hands." 
Sectional preference of the serv-
ice men were at variance. The 
boys from California and some of 
the other far western states seem 
to agree that more funds for fish 
and game restoration was the post-
war need. Those from the central 
states seem to want more places 
to camp, more public shooting 
grounds, especially for pheasants 
and ducks, and more trout fishing. 
The Michigan, Wisconsin and Min-
nesota group apparently desire 
more development of agricultural 
lands for public hunting. The 
south-central group was surpris-
ingly interested in garfish control 
and in more bass fishing. The 
northeasterners will use the big 
woods more for camping and ca-
noeing, will do more deer hunting 
and want more pheasants. Heavier 
trout-stocking and reservation of 
more streams for fly fishing were 
equally popular requests. The boys 
from the middle Atlantic states 
want more public hunting grounds 
and waterfowl areas, more trout 
and more places to camp, while 
those from the southeastern region 
want turkeys. 
A surprisingly large number, 
having seen European land man-
agement practices for soil, forests 
and even fish in operation, ex-
pressed the desire that more states 
launch active programs of soil con-
servation. This same group gen-
Garden Protection . . . 
(Continued form page 131) 
Alum "Pucker s Up" Rabbits' Lips 
Alum as a repellent on vegetable 
leaves probably puckers up the 
rabbit's lips as it does ours. Com-
mon alum (potash alum or am-
monia alum l may be purchased in 
powdered form at drug stores. For 
a dust mix two level tablespoonfuls 
of powdered alum with one quart 
of flour and thoroughly cover the 
• • plants when wet with dew or ram. 
Distasteful to rabbits, fine to-
bacco dust of the ordinary insecti-
cide grade, may be dusted thor-
oughly over the plants. The 
tobacco dust may be mixed eight 
parts by weight with one of pow-
dered alum and used as a repellent 
dust. 
A vile s melling rep~llent , tinc-
ture of asafoetida, obtainable at 
drug stores, may be used in spray 
form. M1x three tablespoonfuls of 
asafoetida with six tablespoonfuls 
of powdered alum in one gallon of 
water. Apply thoroughly to the 
plants, but not enough to cause 
dripping from the leaves. 
While we are on the topic of 
rabbits and crops, we may offer 
advice on how to prevent winter 
damage. In winter cottontails are 
in season as game, and they may 
be shot down to low numbers safe-
ly. Only about one-third of their 
numbers need be left as seedstock. 
To take care of young fruit trees 
and shrubs in winter ask your 
County Extension Director for Con-
servation Bulletin No. 11, "Rab-
bits in Relation to Crops." It is 
published by the U. S. Fish a.nd 
Wildlife S e r v i c e, Merchandise 
Mart, Chicago 54, lllinois. The 
bulletin tells about repellents to 
be painted on trees to keep rabbits 
away. 
WAR HAS GLORIFIED 
AUSTRALIA'S NATIONAL 
P E T-THE RABBIT 
Early settlers brought rabbits 
from England. Australia spent 
millions of dollars trying to get 
rid of them. They have been 
hunted with guns, traps, poison 
bait ferrets and gas. A trans-
continental, supposedly rabbit-
proof fence was built f rom north 
to south in western Australia years 
ago. But still the rabbit increased. 
Today Australia is almost recon-
ciled to the pest. The animals are 
entirely free of disease. Rabbit 
meat is coupon free, and even the 
more select restaurants are now 
serving rabbit. Export of pelts 
to the United States is increasing. 
-Nonpareil, Council Bluffs. 
erally thanked their lucky s tars 
that America was still a land of 
free recreational opportunities out-
doors. They urged states to adopt 
wider programs of land and wat:r 
acquisition to assure the pubhc 
of extensive areas to hunt, fish and 
camp for all time. 
-Maryland Rally Sheet. 
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America's Bird Dogs 
A THING OF BEAUTY-
THAT'S IRISH SETTER 
B y Jack Hewins 
Red fire racing m the golden 
stubble, a torch questing alo~g ~e 
fence row, a live red leaf s t1rrm.g 
in the limp red leaves of autumns 
sumac-that's Big Red, the Irish 
setter. 
He's a thing of beauty and a 
gentleman of intelligen?e• is .Big 
Red. Tall, lean, majestic, he 1s a 
proudly-strutting breath-taker at 
the bench shows. In the field 
where the quail and pheasant bide 
and the shotgun barks the sea-
son 's exclamation point, Big Red 
is a free-wheeling, happy com-
panion. 
If the pointer and English se~ter 
dominate the field trials, certa1nly 
t.his Irishman presses them closely. 
He is not as widely represented at 
the trials as those rivals, pos-
sibly because he is often individ-
ualistic and may rebel at the stern 
rules of competition. 
But to a man with a gun, an 
afternoon off and a spot to hunt, 
the big red speedster is all the pal 
he needs. The busy fellow will find 
birds if birds are there, hold them 
on point until the boss comes up 
for the climax shot, then share the 
joy or disappointment of hit or 
miss. 
The Irisher , with his long, rich 
chestnut hair sleek against his 
gaunt sides, is usually taller than 
the other setter breeds, standing 
about three inches above knee 
height-24 to 36 inches. 
Big Red comes straight from the 
Ould Sod and brings its humor 
with him. His excellent disposi-
tion has made him a favorite 
among the larger hunting breeds 
as a huntsman who can play a sec-
ondary role as family companion. 
-AP Newsfeatures, reprinted by 
permission of the Des Moines 
Register & Tribune 
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Urged Moderation • • 
t t n ll I ro 1 r ~e 1 • 
\\'iltl F lower.., T h at ('·m B <• Pi<'lted I 
• in 11odPration 
picked where the entire plant 
above ground is taken w1th the 
blossom Plants that are ex-
tl emely common in one region may 
be rare in another, and \vhcn rate, 
flowers should never be picked 
Pl'"'nts that arc close to roa Is or 
growing along paths should be left 
for others to enjoy And 1'1 ·t, but 
A llt'IIIOIIC 
B 1liWI1<' r ry 
Beard-tongue 
Bloodroot 
Butwdly Weed 
I>ov:-tooth Violet 
Flowt'rinR" Dogwood 
Dutt'hman's 
B re<.'<: h ~'S 
Frinv••tree 
Gol<lt•n Ragwort 
LtHI~t'strife 
Mnrsh Marigold 
Mny All)lle 
Ml'8cluw Sweet 
P~ rple J\lllkwort 
Ro~e Gentian 
Rue Anemnn~· 
Snxifrnge 
Skull Cap 
Sprin~ B~ lllty 
Squirrel C.nr11 
Star of Bethll•hcm 
Turtle Hcacl 
Violet \\'uocl-oxnlis 
Violets (Entin'-
leaved l 
Wild Geranium<~ 
\\'ild Berl!arnol 
Wild Roses 
i../i ll Fl '.Vers Th·\t Can Bt' Freelr 
Pic'ic·1 \V't h '" -, Da:1gc,. 
of f:J~il'l'"1linn.t· on 
Agrin1nny 
Arrow-head 
Asters 
Blal"k-ey<'d Su an 
Bora•~t·t 
Bouncing Bet 
Butter and Egg:; 
But ll'rt·up 
St nrry Cnmpie>n 
Bladclcr Campion 
Chkury 
Ci11quefoil 
Clover (all i'peci<os) 
Cunc-flnwcr 
Hawkweed 
Ironweed 
.1 cwel-wl"~'fl 
J oe-pye '\'t"<'cl 
J\lilkwl'<'dS (except 
whorl<'<! I 
Morn mil' Glory 
Y t'llow l\lull<'m Queen Arnw's Lat'e 
l''lowerin spurge 
St. Johns Wurt 
Sweet Clow·r 
Yellow i\1elilot 
Tansy 
• 
-
TleNat 
.:s~g c 
·o!~ he 
~!rttd te 
bait<Q 
~q taste 
n lurn ta' 
r =~ 
:a:Jy ~ 
'S?!'!! ' 
Ang"r 
1 (all kinds) 
Dai~y Fleabane 
Daisy 
Toad flax 
Vervain Tho photographer was attracted to this scene of battle by the frantic cries ':>f the , .~ brown thrasher. ThG bird was able to dtstract the fox-snake mtent on making a pool of 
meal of young btrds m the nest above long enough to enlist human aid in her 
The beautiful marsh marigold is rare in 
some localities, tolerably common in 
others. In the ptoncer days the plant 
was used as greens, but, in the words of 
Blanchon, "What sacrilege to reduce 
these glossy beO'UtifuJ leaves into a slimy 
mess in a pot."-Photo by Cornelia Clarke. 
not least important, pick no flow-
ers in state or other public parks 
where they are legally protected. J 
The following lists of plants 
found in this region are for the 
most part taken from a published 
list of the Wild Flower Preserva- I 
tion Society: 
\\ il<l Flower-. \ \ hich Sho•1'cl Not 
Be Pi<'l{ed 
Adder's-tongue 
An•thu~a 
B!'llwort 
Birdfoot Violet 
Bhwhdl 
Cardinal Flower 
Clematis 
Columbine 
Fa Is(> Solomon's 
Seal 
Gt ntians 
GrnsFo Pink 
Hepatica 
Ind•an Pipe 
Jack-in-1 he-Pulpit 
,Jacob's Ladder 
Lady's Silppl'r (all specit•s) 
Lobelia 
Orchid~ (all specie;) 
Pipsis-ewa 
Shooting Star 
Solomon Se:ll 
Spottetl Winter-
green 
Trailing Arbutus 
Painted Trillium 
Trilliums 
IXYERTEI> PERISCOPI<; 
LOC \ 1' ES FISH 
When most of us hit the trail in 
quest of p1scator1al pleasure, we 
move about on lake or stream un-
lll we find what might be the right 
spot 
That method of locating the 
finned fighters is much too slow 
to suit old Doc Carpenter of Surry, 
1-Iaine. Doc says that dunking 
and trolling bait to locate fish 
takes too much time So he rigged 
up a device that works hke a 
charm. He goes fishing two or 
three times a week, and if the fish 
are feeding he gets them, and 
qmckly. 
Doc calls his fish-finding gadget 
a waterscape. It's a simple rig 
Danclt•h m 
Pe~crly Everlasting 
Evening Primro-c 
Gulclcn Aster 
Gulcl!'n Rod 
White Snakeroot 
Yarrow 
Blazinl! Star (ex-
cept Prairie Blaz-
ing Starr 
battle.-Photo by Allen Green. auses 
(all species) BROWN THRASHER BATTLES FOR YOUNG 
By A llt>n Green WE consider the brown thrash-
er, m additiOn to being one of 
the most beautiful singers, the 
most courageous of our native 
songbirds. We have seen them 
fight snakes until completely ex-
hausted, sometimes driving the 
snake away from its intended prey, 
but never being able to kill a large 
one Living up to its name, the 
thrasher will give the snake a real 
thrashing with his wings and sharp 
bill They a re an outstanding 
war nor. 
We'll have to hand it to one 
1 particular thrasher because she did 
her bit by rearing eleven young m 
one season. She built three nests 
at different times m a bush near 
the house, hatching four in the 
first nest, four in the second, and 
three in the third The three nests 
The jack-in-the-pulptt is familiar to were within a three-foot radiuS. 
everyone in the wooded parts of the state. N 1 · th 1 ( d 
11 is often called "Indian turntp" because ot on y IS is unusua an per-
its turnip-like corm or bulb was boiled or haps a record), but this thrasher 
dried by th_e aborig_in_es to remove the I had to battle for the lives of the 
stJngmg, po1sonous JUices and used as 
foe d. Photo by Cornelia Clarke. three little ones in the last nest. 
consisting of a two and a half foot 
metal cone or lube which is fitted 
with a lense on the bottom. 
Crouching in his boat, Doc pushes 
the scope about four inches mto 
the water, then shoves his face into 
the top opemng until all the light 
is shut off Il's surpnsmg, he 
says, how clearly you can see the 
bollom of the lake and any fish 
that happen to be swimming about. 
The rest is easy If there's a 
blow on the lake he carefully low-
ers a small iron anchor to bold 
the boat, then drops his ba1ted 
lines 
The gadget, he says, also is tops 
!or finding rods, outboard motors 
and other pieces of equipment that 
have fallen overboard. 
- -Dubuqut 'l't-lcgraph-Herald. 
We beard he1 frantic calls one 
day and ran, camera in hand, to 
see what was the cause. There we 
found her a few feet from her nest 
fighting a large fox snake that 
insisted on climbing up the bush 
m an attempt to swallow the tmy 
birds. What a battle it was' The 
mfunated bird dove on the snake, 
beallng it with her wings and us-
ing her bill on the tough hide of 
the serpent. She fought unlll she 
injured one of her wings, where-
upon she gave up and appeared 
pleased as she watched us dispatch 
the enemy she had failed to k1ll. 
After the episode, although m-
jured, she managed to hop from 
one limb to another until she was 
back on her nest again. It was 
only through our aid that the baby 
birds were saved, because this 
And then there is the story about 
the Ozat·k family that bad a fine 
baby boy born to them. but who, 
as he grew up, appeared to be a 
deaf-mute. much to the sorrow of 
his parents. But he seemed to 
enjoy life nonetheless One day 
when he was about 17 he was help· 
mg his dad hoe the cotton, both 
of them bare-footed, of course, 
when he noticed a large copper-
head snake lying under a cotton 
plant h1s fathet was about to hoe 
Letting out a yell he warned h1s 
old man, " Pa, you're agoin' to git 
bit'" 
H1s father ktlled the snake and 
then fell on the boy's shoulders 
with tears in his eyes. "Son, ya 
talked All these years me and 
your rna thought ya were deef and 
dum. Tell me, why ain't ya never 
sed nuthin' afore?" 
The son thought awhile and an· 
swered, "Wal, Dad, guess up to 
now I ain't had nutbin' to talk 
about." 
-Fran!;: Powers, 
Ce<hu· Rapids G.tz••tt<'. 
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It looks from here as if the big BtJLC 
innovation in fishing tackle after llse cat! 
the war is gomg to be a bamboo ~ace 
rod Impregnated wtth some kind llld co~ 
of plastic. Manufacturers are au \\'ht 
wot-king on it, and the big problem ects iq 
is to get it down to the place where ~·er or 
the rods can be sold at a reason- :.tle bU), 
able pnce. If it does what is ~O-ll~ 
claimed and expected, then the CA.S11 
t t· -1 owner of such a rod won't have o cast~ 
worry about varnish chippmg off tly fisbj 
the glued sectiOns coming apart :asting, 
or the rod taking the usual set "lllo 
from use Sounds like quite a tasting 
deal, doesn't it? ~the 
-Cedu r Hap ids Gazette. DA.pt: 
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The National Association of Angling and 
asting Clubs' committee on tackle termi-
oloqy have advised us that "an unex-
ected termination of the forwcud cast 
1 bait-casting caused by the spool trav-
ling faster than the pull of the line, which 
1 turn causes the spool to over-run, there-
Y causing a snarl", is to be called of-
cially a "back-lash." Tha1 ain't the 
!•S?!.!! way we heared it! 
~ngling Definitions . . . 
(Continued !rom J)al"e 129) 
pool of the reel. The two chief 
auses of a backlash are the im-
·roper thumbing of the reel when 
asting and the careless laying of 
h~ line on the spool when retriev-
ag the cast. 
BAIT, generally understood to 
nean natural lures used to catch 
tsh. However, when preceded by 
he word "artificial" can mean any 
ure other than a fly. 
BAIT CASTING, a method of 
. ogling whereby the lure is cast 
rom the reel, the momentum of 
be lut:e in the air pulling line off 
he spool. 
BAIT CASTING ROD, generally 
lOt over six feet long, having the 
eel seat above the hand grasp and 
- series of solid ring guides lead-
ag from the reel to the tip top. 
Jsually in one or two sections. 
BAIT ROD, generally seven to 
Line feet long having a grasp both 
bove and below the reel seat and 
series of solid ring guides lead-
ng the line from the reel to the tip 
op. Usually in two or three sec-
ions. 
BASS BUG, an artificial floating 
tug usually tied on a hook size 
ix or larger. Anything smaller 
han this would be a trout or pan 
ish bug. 
BULGING, a type of underwater 
ise causing a bulge on the water's 
urface, made by the sudden turn 
md consequent swirl of the fish's 
ail when chasing subaqueous in-
ects in shallow water, generally 
•ver or near weedbeds. Sometimes 
he bulge is accompanied by a tor-
tedo-like wave. 
CASTING LINE, the line that 
s cast and to which the leader, in 
ly fishing, or the trace, m bait 
asting, is attached. Years ago, 
>ut no longer so used, the words 
'casting line" described what IS 
tow the leader. 
DAPING or DEBBING, the term 
tpplied to angling with the fly, 
tatural or artificial, just off the 
ip of the rod so that nothing but 
he fly touches the water. Gen-
rally but three or four feet of 
eader extend from the rod tip, 
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and of necessity a fairly stout out-
fit is required. 
DIMPLING, a type of surface 
rise whereby the fish sucks in his 
prey with the least possible dis-
turbance, showing only a dimple; 
usually indicative of a large fish. 
The very opposite of this is the 
explosive type of rise caused by a 
fish catching or attempting to 
catch an insect that is just about 
to leave the water. Between these 
two extremes, there are numerous 
variations of surface rises, having 
no popular names by which they 
are generally known. 
DROPPER. a fly suspended by 
a piece of gut from the main lead-
er, between the terminal fly and 
the line. 
DRY FLY, an artificial fly so 
constructed that it floats easily. 
Usually the hackles and tail fibers 
are its main support. The earliest 
references to the floating fly ap-
peared in The Improved British 
Angler by Robert Huish, 1938. See 
EYED FLY. 
EYED FLY, an artificial fly 
tied on a hook having an eye for 
attaching directly to the leader. 
Mr. Henry S. Hall of England is 
generally credited with having 
evolved the eyed hook in 1877 to-
gether with the method of tying 
split-winged dry flies. Actually, 
Mr. Aldam's "Quaint Treatise," 
published a year earlier, contained 
plates of Mayflies tied on eyed 
hooks. It remained, however, for 
Mr. Hall together with Mr. George 
Bankhart to desig·n a better hook 
and publicize this new method of 
construction. 
FALSE CAST, a cast in the air 
in which neither the fly or line 
touch the water. This cast is used 
both to dry the fly and vary the 
length of line in dry fishing. 
FERRULE, the metal plug and 
cap which when fitted together, 
male and female, on the Jommg 
ends of the sections of a rod. 
assemble the rod. 
FLY ROD, generally from seven 
to nine and one-half feet long, hav-
ing a reel seat below the hand 
grasp and a series of snake guides 
starting with a solid ring "strip-
per" guide 18 inches or so above 
the band grasp and terminating 
at the tip top. Usually in two or 
three sections. 
FLY TYING, the art of fixing 
various materials on a hook to 
represent real or imagined flies 
or other objects which deceive or 
attract fish. 
FOUL HOOKED, a fish hooked 
outside the mouth. 
GAME FISH, fish, which bv 
reason of courage, strength, beauty 
and solidity of their flesh are 
sought by those who angle for 
sport with delicate fishing tackle 
GUIDE, a ring, a series of 
which direct the line from the reel 
to the top of the rod. A guide on 
a bait casting rod or a bait rod is 
a solid ring; on a fly rod is usually 
a split ring, called because of its 
shape a snake guide. Some im-
ported fly rods have small ring 
guides called bridge guides, of 
which there are two types, one 
being a miniature ring guide, the 
other a type of ring guide set on 
the rod at about a 45-degree angle, 
resembling a snake guide in out-
ward appearance. 
HOOK, a piece of metal bent mto 
a curve for catching fish. The 
ancient fishermen used hooks made 
of various materials such as bone, 
ivory, flint, shell, stone and even 
thorns of a proper shape. H ow-
ever, as early as 4000 B. C. the 
Egyptians were using quite refined 
hooks made of copper, which was 
a harder material than the copper 
of today. How long after this 
hooks suitable for tying artifi~ial 
flies were made can only be con-
jectured. The most interesting 
modern development of the hook 
was in the 1870's when the eyed 
hook was evolved. 
HUMPING, is a variation of the 
bulge caused by the head and tail 
rise of a fish just below the sur-
face when intercepting a rising 
nymph. To summarize, t h e 
BULGE is caused by a fish feeding 
on insects traveling horizontally, 
while a HUMP is caused by fish 
feeding on nymphs traveling ver-
tically, or rising to the surface. 
NATURAL GUT, sometimes 
called "cat" (caterpillar ) gut. It 
is the stretched and dried fluid 
from the silk sack of a moth 
caterpillar or silkworm. 
POLE, a rough article in its 
natural state used for angling; for 
instance, Calcutta Bamboo, J apa-
nese Cane and Southern Reed . 
They are really gigantic grasses. 
REEL, a spool set in a frame, 
which is attached to the rod-butt 
near the hand, for convenience in 
controlling the length of line, when 
angling. The first mention of a 
reel, called "wind" by T . Barker in 
his "The Art of Angling," occurs in 
1651. The earliest picture is in h1s 
enlarged edition of the same book, 
1657. Walton first refers to the 
reel as a "wheele" in his second 
WE LACK 0 l\IUCH OF FISH-
ING GENERALSHIP 
Fishing is really an art, though 
a considerable portion of good luck 
is necessary to make the venture 
an unqualified success. In days 
when we lived near Iowa's great 
lakes we made more than occa-
sional sojourns to the abode of the 
finny bemgs. A string of even a 
few of the smaller variety wn 
usually keep most of us comin"· 
..:> 
back, but we decided early in o:.1r 
fishing career that we w~re not 
endowed with sufficient good for-
tune to ever achieve fame as an 
outstanding pursuer of the inhab-
itants of the water. 
It seemed we always arrived a: 
the lakes a week late. Without 
fail they had been grasping the 
hook almost feverishly the week 
before, but were understandably 
shy about approaching the alluring 
morsels we attached to the hook 
after our arrival Points and reefs 
and coves, so fertile in their yield 
of fish all summer according to 
the natives became astoundingly 
barren after we pitched tent and 
took to a boat. June bugs had 
been attracting them wholesale 
and pork rind had landed a big 
one the day before, but not for us. 
Our tackle should always have 
been something else. 
And then when we did snare a 
really outstanding walleye, evening 
was at hand and the return trip 
across the lake impossible because 
of the high bounding waves. 
The slightest suggestion will 
still coax us out for a fling at cast-
ing or trolling if 1t is possible to 
get away, but you will never see 
our name among the lists of ex-
perts. We seem to lack the good 
luck that is necessary and also to 
know little or nothing about the 
arl of fishing. 
-~larcng-o Pioneer Republican. 
edition of 1655, chapter VII, AND HUNTERS 
"which is to be observed better by What is it that makes America 
seeing than by a large demonstra- so great? For one thing it's free-
lion of words." dom of life, its opportunity for 
STREAMER FLY, an artificial man to exercise his individual 
fly having a longer wing than prowess. We have in this country 
usual. Usually tied on a long shank 20 million anglers and hunters. 
hook to imitate a minnow. They spend about three billion dol-
STRIKE, a twitch given to the Iars a year on sports on field and 
rod by wrist or forearm, to aid in stream. A fisherman thinks notb-
setting the hook. Also, when a fish ing of spending a roll of bills for 
hits the lure with force. Lackie, traveling hundreds of miles, 
THUMBING REEL, a bait cast- camping out for a week or two, 
ing term designating the control- and thus exhibiting his desire to 
ling of the speed of the spool when live with nature and measure his 
casting, by means of the thumb's skill against the wlldlife be finds. 
pressure on the spool. It bas been this desire to excel and 
TICK. when line, leader or fly live the life of freedom that ma!~es 
strikes the water in front of the I it possibl:! for us to raise an army 
caster while false casting. that is superior to any other wa 
TOURNAMENT PLUG, a hook- have ever met. We have the 
less plug used in tournaments or knack of superiority when it com:!s 
for practice casting. to physical and mental contest. 
TRACE, in bait casting, the con- When the men come home from 
necting link between the lure and the war we want to have plenty of 
casting line. May be of line, gut, opportunity for them to enjoy the 
wire or other substance. sportsman's life. They will wa:tt 
WIND CAST, an overhead cast to get away at times into the fields 
into the wind, in which the down- and along the streams and lakes. 
ward acceleration of the forward This is an essential part of Amer-
cast is emphasized and terminated · 1ca. 
at a lower point than usual. -Cenlcrvlllc Iowcgian. 
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A PROBLEl\1 IN Tll\ffiER, 
TROUT AND E D l.'CATIO 
By R aymond R . Phillips 
Farm For est e r , Stntc Con -.crvution 
Conlnllssion 
Everyone in this day and age 
turns to specialists fot detailed in-
formation on managing the crops 
or resources in which they are 
interested. For adv1ce on fish they 
turn to pisiculturalists. on agncul-
tural crops, to an agronomist. and 
for tree crops, to a forester. As 
the large timber tracts of the coun-
tty continue to decrease, the small 
farm woodlots increase in impor-
tance. Values derived from these 
tree crops have increased to the 
point where farm woodlot owners 
are turning in inc reasing numbers 
to farm foresters for advice and 
assistance. The large majonty of 
these "tree farmers" gladly accept 
and follow the recommendations of 
these farm foresters, of which there 
are only five in Iowa. However, 
there are a few individuals not in-
terested in the welfare of others 
and who are too short-sighted to 
t:e able to visualize their own fu-
ture It is my experience with 
one of these latter persons that I 
~sh to describe 
Farm Forester in A ction 
Not long ago I received a request 
from a farmer, living on the head-
waters of one of our good trout 
streams in northeastern Iowa, who 
wanted advice on limber The con-
servation officer of this county a c-
companied me m my vis1t to the 
farmer. In presenting his prob-
lem, it developed that the farmer 
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was wottted about not being offered 
what he thought was a satisfac-
tory price for some timber he 
wanted to selL He asked my 
opinion as to the price he should 
receive. Since this varies consid-
erably in accordance with the con-
dition, size, and location of the 
timber, I ms1sted that we first look 
over the stand and review his farm 
plans to determme his own needs 
and the advisabilit) from a land 
management s tandpoint, of cuttmg 
this timber In looking over the 
timber and d1scussmg his general 
farm plans, this is the story that 
unraveled. 
The man owns 120 acres of land 
so steep that you can practically 
see five sides of it. It is a very 
erosive type of so1l He moved 
onto the farm s1x years before, 
and at that t1me it was entirely 
covered with timber as it should 
be. He was very proud of the fact 
that he had already cleared 60 
acres, regardless of the fact that 
he practically gave the timber 
away to get rid of it. Had this 
been properly harvested, the ma-
terial removed would have been of 
such a size that it would have 
brought a fair return and left the 
remaining timber in a good pro-
ductive state In any operation 
where small trees are removed, the 
cost exceeds the value and the dif-
ference must be made up by re-
moval of sufficient large trees to 
carry the small ones. 
Cut Off a nd tar\'e Out 
Of the 60 acres of cleared land 
10 acres was in pasture and build-
jogs, 10 acres m corn, and 40 acre~ 
in hazelbrush, so thick that we 
walked around it to keep from 
battling our way through. We 
went down to look at the remain-
ing 60 acres of limber. It is very 
nice, but quite small, averaging 
around 15 inches in diameter. The 
problem, in his mind, was how to 
get that 60 acres cut off in the 
shortest possible time and receive 
the largest amount of money for 
it (the old-time loggers' "cut out 
and get out" procedure). 
Upon questioning, I found that 
he planned to make pasture of this 
60 acres of timberland after it was 
cleared. I asked him when he 
planned to make this pasture, and 
he replied, as soon as he could get 
to it I suggested that he clear 
out the 40 acres of hazolbrush first 
and make a pasture of it. After 
that it would be soon enough to 
start worrying about clearing the 
other 60. 
I tried to expl ~in th'l.t if he bad 
not had time to make pasture of 
the 40 acres he had cleared three 
years ago, that he probably would 
never get time to make pasture of 
the 60 after it was cut over. I 
also tried to explam that he would 
then have 100 acres of idle land 
producing absolutely nothing but 
hazelbrush. I doubt that he, or 
anyone else, is smart enough to 
make money from hazelbrush 
Topsoil 'Vashed OfT in Two 
ea<;on" 
He was very anxious to plow up 
as much land as possible even 
though after two years of cultiva-
tiOn the topsoil was already gone 
from his 10 acres of corn The 
conservation officer and I tned to 
show this farmer that his corn-
field was now a bed of r ocks a11d 
red clay. Red clay, replied the 
farmer. is the kind of soil that will 
raise corn as big as ball bats. H e 
took the pains to explain to us how 
the fertility of the toosoil was all 
used uo and it had to be washed 
awa v ~o he could get down to the 
new s ubsoil in order to ratse good 
crops. Nothing we could say or 
do would convi nce th1s farmer any 
differently. 
T his sounds unbelievable in the 
<>tate of Iowa, which is supposed 
to be the most literate stat e in the 
Union. I have found other cases 
similar to this, and most of them 
are on steep land along the bead-
waters of some of ou r best trout 
streams. 
Now the question is, should our 
conservationists and local conser-
vation organizations be more inter-
ested in why the trout season is 
not open 15 days earlier, or why 
the trout that are to be s tocked 
are not four inches longer, or 
whether we should have a spring 
pheasant season, and many other 
such questions that should be an-
swered by the technicians-or 
should they spend theit· time and 
efforts trying to educate such a 
person as we have described? 
Wouldn't it be more to the ben-
efit of all sportsmen, as well as all 
other citizens, to maintain the 
cover and environment for our 
trout streams and let the tech-
nicians worry about the number 
and s1ze of the trout to be stocked 
in these streams? If we don't 
maintain this cover and environ-
ment, very shortly no one will need 
to worry about stockmg trout 
Typical view m Iowa's "Little Switzerland" in northeast Iowa. The "cut out and I streams because there will be no 
<:JC::I o_ut" proceduro of_ limber removal in such areas is disastrous from a recTecrtional. I t' ea S to be stocked 
waldhfe, and econom•c standpomt. C ear S r m · 
OutdDDr Oddities 
BY WALT HARVEY 
(fROGS DRINK WATER 
THROUGH THEIR SKIN, AND 
NOT BY MOUTH . 
-
su~ 
I 
-
VOl 
FINE . TOTALING $5,000 
A ES " leD POLLUTER s 1 
The Blanford Brothers Distilling · 
Corp. has settled a stream pollu-
tion case in Marion county court 
without trial by paying approxi-
mately S4.600 in fines and court 
costs, accordmg to word from Earl 
Wallace, Director of the Division 
of Game and Fish in Kentucky 
The corporation was charged 
RE 
L 
TO 
with polluting Prather's creek with )1011 
distillery slop. 
Wallace also announced that 
fines totaling $200 each and costs 
were paid by two corporations re- 1 hic·r. 
cently after conviction on charges 
of stream pollubon in Pike county. A LTI 
The Republican Steel Corporation c 
paid SlOO on each of two counts 
involving the Levisa fork of the 
Btg Sandy river. or 
Similar amounts were paid by Some 
1 the Utilities-Elkhorn Coal Com-
'ive u• pany on charges of polluting the ~ tn fore 
waters of Shelby creek in Pike ,~not 
::oun ty. Charges were preferred !Jowl 
by the Pike County Game and Fish 
Club. 
-:'IIaryland Rally Sheet. 
HITLER' U PERl\IEN NO 
MATCH FOR l\L\.JNE WARDENS 
J. Edgar Hoover, of the F.B.I.. 
has thanked the members of the 
Maine warden force for the "fine 
assistance" rendered in the cap· 
ture of escaped German prisoners 
of war in that state on several 
occasions, and especially com-
mended Wardens Norman Buck 
and Erion Winter for their recent 
capture of three young Nazis who 
escaped from Spencer Lake P. 0 
W. Camp into the Maine woods. 
Buck and Winters are m~mbers of 
the famous bobcat hunting team. 
captained by Warden Superviso1 
Roy Gray, that has captured 25 of 
the big felines this winter. 
Reputedly capable of covenng 
30 to 40 miles a day on snowshoes 
the wardens quickly ran the Ger· 
mans down No resistance was 
encountered, and the Nazis are 
n0w back in prison camp revising 
their estimate of what constitutes 
a superman. 
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